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The research site which provides the data and the informtion for this 

report is a predcminantly Black rural town which operates within a cqlex 

mixture of form-al and informal social arrangements. The significance of these 

arrangements for censuting emerges in a system of overlapping mailing, 

addressing and residential patterns which defy many of the assumptions of 

established research methodologies. This is evident in the residents’ notions 

of ‘living place’ and ‘staying place’: and in what will be referred to in this 

report as location patterns. These location patterns provide a classic example 

of informal adaptations to formal rules and procedures. An examination of 

ethnographic and census results indicates that sane social arrangements in this 

comnmity may have a significant effect upon census coverage overall, and upon 

the coverage of particular types of individuals. Coverage effects emerge in 

differences in census and ethnographic household coverage and in differences in 

census and ethnographic individual coverage. 

This report describes ethnographically the behavioral characteristics of 

locating patterns and analyzes guantitativelv the primary correlates to the 

same. The report begins with descriptions of the town and the research site. 

This description includes the primary and most important factors related to the 

analysis and conclusions of the study. The section on procedures is kept short 

as the report discusses sources and type of information as the subject arises. 

The town of Lang&on is located in Logan County in the State of Oklahma. 

It is the hcnne of Lanuston University. Logan County is in the central part of 

the State and Lanqston is approximately fifteen miles northeast of Guthrie, the 

old Territorial Capital and now county seat. Logan County is a predominantly 
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rural county with the lamest town and county seat n&rinq 10,312 in the 1980 

census. The last census gives the total population of the county as 26,881. 

There are verv few stores or services offered in Lanqston. Residents often 

travel 20 miles to Stillwater, or 15 Miles to Guthrie, or 40 miles to Oklahoma 

City to meet most of their consumer and personal service needs (e.q. medical 

service). 

The only major river in the region, the Cimarron, bisects the territory 

between Stillwater and Guthrie, passinq about a mile north of Lanqston. The 

eastern political boundary of Lanqston makes up part of the Indian Meridian, or 

the old boundary separatina what was once Indian territory frcnn H-stead 

lands. Langston is a historically black town. Like stxne other towns in 

Oklahoma, Lanqston qrew out of the combined influences of the Homestead Act, 

the great land run, and ore- and post- Civil War events. Sane of the 

descendants of the oriqinal founders still reside in the town, and own Property 

there. The population includes in-misrant, = who are employed by the University, 

students attendinq the University, and permanent residents. For the most part, 

residents are tied to the c amnunity by tradition and/or history: or they are 

tied to the ccmxnunity by virtue of their relationshin to Lanqston University. 

Census coverage varies for each of these qroups. 

The western and southern borders of the town are defined by the 

continuation of property owned by Lanqston University, which wraps around the 

southern and western sides of the town. The town proper and the University are 

separated by a State Hiahway. The hiqhway itself is not part of the political 

boundary of Lanqston. but it is sisnificant in that it distinauishes the town 

proper from the Universitv Lanqsten University occupies the northwest comer 
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of the c anmnity. The state highway which separates the town frm University 

also connects the three towns Guthrie, Lansston. and Coyle. Since the 1980 

Census, Langston annexed the land area that the University .occupies. 

Only one mile separates Coyle from Langston. Lansston and Coyle are close 

enough to be considered binary or twin towns, so to speak. Each town has its 

own post office, police, and city administrations. Probably the most 

significant distinguishing characteristic for these two towns is the fact that 

Langston is predaninantly black and Coyle is predcminantly White. 

Methodology and Procedures 

Information for this study comes frm four sources. Direct observation, 

interviews with residents, interviews and conversations with informants, and 

the results of a mock survey. The data and information gathering process 

involved four persons utilized at different points in time. The research 

proceeded in five phases each of which is described in this report. These are: 

(1) site identification and description: f2! dwellina, unit, and address 

identification: (3) resident and informant interviews: (4) a mock survey: and 

(5) unobtrusive observations of residents and neighborhoods. The detailed 

procedures for each phase are presented with the results. 

The four field workers included one permanent and lifelong resident of 

Langston. This individual provided information that only such a person could 

provide. In most instances older residents would not give detailed information 

unless this person was present at the interview. In fact, having this insider 

made the interviews appear more a friendlv visit than an interview. In these 

instances our presence did not interrupt anv activitv which was previously 
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takino place. e.q. cooking, watchina television, etc. The resident fieldworker 

was also used to ‘interpret’ many of the unobtrusive observations. Association 

with this person lead to the accmisition of other informants. Many informants 

were persons known to this researcher Previous to the study, but most of these 

are connected in some way to Langston University or to Oklahoma State 

University. 

-The _&search. Site 

Information on %he characteristics of the Site was collected bv direct 

observation and frcnn interviews with residents. Observations were mde bv 

driving around and walking around the town and the neiqhborhoods. Resident 

informants provided information on characteristics of neishborhoods and 

residences. This includes information on which units were rented and which 

were owned, as well as which units were occmied Ctemoorarilv or Permanentlv) 

and which were vacant (temporarily or oem-anentlv). 

The site was selected to include a combination of the different types of 

very small neiahborhoods which adioin each other. One of these neiahborhoods 

is old and contains manv converted units, irreoular housinc, trailers located 

behind sinsle family units. and buildings not on a standard grid system. Most 

of the housing in this area would range in ace frm 70 to 10 years, with very 

few having been built within the last 25 years. The newest buildincs in the 

older neighborhood tend to be recently built aovemmen t subsidized sinqle 

family and duplex units. Other newer dwellinas are irreoular housina or 

trailers. One neiqhborhood for which all dwellingsare on the stmdard arid 

system is the newest reqidentia! additjon to the town and was built 14th the 
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assistance of a aovemment funded prom-am. Other housing which is either 

subsidized by state or federal funds. is scattered throuqhout the town. 

_B_Lock__G.roup~ Analysis 

The site for this study was selected to include both tyoes of areas. The 

older neiohborhood is located in a section of town referred to by students and 

migrants as "the village". The village is pomlated by older residents and by 

lonstim residents. It contains much of the stable pomlation. For purposes of 

analysis the villaqe composed of all block numbers except block numbers 69,78, 

82,83,84,85, and 86. Those blocks are assioned to the town. Same of these 

residents have built new houses in this area so that the area is peppered with 

sane old and some new housins--mostly old. The converted units and trailers in 

this area are usually occmied by students who attend the University, and are 

often located on the Property of a Permanent resident. These t_vpes of units are 

known rental units whose occurants tend to be short-term occupants. Rental 

agreements are usuallv informal-. and stable residents pay little or no 

attention to short-tern residents. For examole. a resident of Lanoston, who 

Provided information for this research, knew which houses were rent houses. 

Concemina one of these rent houses, we approached the “known” owner for 

information on the last occupants who had recentlv vacated the property. We 

were told that they were students, but the owner stated that there was no 

formal lease or rental asreement with specific information. This is not an 

atvoical situation. Lonatime stable residents can identify other lonstime 

stab1 e residents. They have little information on others. 

While older neishborhmds do not display my social class or incon?e 
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variation in residential patterns, there is one middle-class residential area 

in the vicinity but it does not lie within the political boundaries of the 

town. The siqnificance of this lies in the observation that some of these 

persons qive a Lanqston address because thev receive mail throuqh the Lanqston 

Post Office. Most of this housinq would have been built within the last twenty 

years. It is mostly populated by persons who are employed by the University. 

Charts one and two show coveraae characteristics for the villaae and the 

town, respectivelv. For each chart the qroups were divided into those persons 

over aqe 23 (older). and those 23 or younqer. This was an attempt to examine 

patterns for the more probable stable residents many of wham are not students. 

The distribution indicates that matchinq was more successful amonu the older 

group for both the villaqe and the town. Reasons for this will becme clearer 

when the colleqe aqe qroup is examined separately. Ethnoqraphic observations 

have revealed that the older population of Lanqston is the most stable. This 

population resides there most of the year and tends to have stable. thouqh 

smetimes unconventional, mailinq routes. This would help to explain why this 

qroup is better represented amonqst mtched cases. 

Address and Residence: Patterns of Location 

It is qenerally assumed. in societv at larqe, that when a person has a 

residence and/or an address thev can be located at one of the same either in 

person or throuqh the mail svstern. Where address refers to "hcnne address". it 

is qenerally expected that residence and address will refer to the same 

location. One's residence is tmicallv assumed to be the place where one lives 

at least some of the time* or:e's address is assumed to be a place where one 
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receives mail. Additionally, addresses are formally regulated entities to the 

extent that individuals are not expected to assigned them at will to any 

particular dwellina. The extent to which the operatinq definitions and 

applications of the terminologies address, residence, and where one lives 

deviates frcnn what is expected, the more problematic it beccmes to locate 

persons. 

For the c ammnity under study, the social sionificance and usase of the 

term address is most evident in the fact that many residents did not know the 

address of the dwellina in which they currently resided. Residents knew where 

they received mail, and they knew where their place of residence was located, 

but often they could not identify the address of that residence. In sme 

instances residents could not even identifv the name of the street on which 

they lived. Most of the information on milinq address was obtained from the 

respondents, as this was the only viable method for obtainins such information. 

In interviews with respondents, each person was asked to sive their mailing 

address, or some address where they recmlarly received mail. Respondents were 

very reluctant to aive out this type of information and were skeptical about 

how such information would be used. One observation is clear: responses to the 

questions: "What is this address?", and 'What is your address?" bring different 

responses. 

The nature and variety of responses indicate that important distinctions 

which must be made in the t-yoical usaqe of the word "address". For many 

residents, address refers to the manner (not necessarily the place) in which 

one receives mail. This can be (1) a post office box located in the town in 

which the pmson resides: (2) 3 noct office box locat.ed i.n a neiuhborinu t.o,r*??: 
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(31 a mail box on a 'rural route which is located at the place where one lives: 

(4) a mail box on a rural route which is not located in the place where one 

lives and: (5) the of place of work. For most persons at least two of 

the above can be identified. More tvpicallv. three of the above can be 

identified. 

Similarly, residence has several meanings or usages depending upon the 

situation. For receivina mail frm formal oruanizations (e.g. creditors) 

residence refers to the place where one receives mail. For informal situations 

(e.g. friends) which require locatinu the individual face-to-face. residence 

refers to the place where one lives most of the time. For lonq-tern contact 

purPoses , residence refers to a place which can best be characterized as 

"Scanebody here knows where I can be found, and they won't be mvinu anytime 

soon." 

Consider a situation where the followino conditions exist: (1) residence 

does not necessarilv indicate where one lives or receives mail: (21 where 

address does not necessarily indicate where one receives mail or where one 

lives: (31 where one lives may not have an address which coincides with where 

one receives mail: and (4) where some addresses may not be properly assigned 

This describes sane part of the situation in this research site. Circmtstances 

are further canplicated by the fact that this situation tends to varies by age 

of individual and by household cmnoosition. This is the canplex of factors to 

which the remainder of the report is devoted. It is important to emphasize 

that this setminqly confusing situation poses no significant problems for 

residents: and interestinqlv enouuh. it does not atmear to pose any Problem to 

the mail carrier. A outsider attermtina to locate individuals could easily 
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view this situation as an elaborate conspiracy. It is not. It is simply that 

the rules for assigning place are not necessarily the convention. 

Consider the canbination of addresses and places in Figure One which 

typifies many respondents in this study. This diagram represents information 

on the person referred to here as Robert (not the actual name). 

Robert is a 21 year old student attending Lanqston University. He is related 
to John, who is a permanent resident of the town. Robert 'stays' with John 
while attending school. To stay refers to a place where one often sleeps and 
attends to personal needs (e.g. bathing). The sta.y can be short term, long- 
term, and it may be sporadic. Also one can stay at more than one place. The 
address of the single family dwellino where Robert stays has multiple entrances 
and is located at 999 Elm Street. John has an address for mail delivery from 
Coyle at Route 10, Langston Oklaharra. Robert has Post Office Box #ll at the 
local Langston Post Office. Robert's parents live at 888 Cedar St. in Oklahcma 
City. When asked by researchers, Robert lives at 888 Cedar St. Robert 
possibly receives mail at four places (possibly five, it could not be 
determined whether he also receives mail at Langston University). Robert stays 
at one place in Langston and lives in another in Oklahana City. For Robert, 
the answer to the question: "What is your residence?" has multiple 
interpretations depending upon the motivation for and source of the guestion. 
With regards to 'place' Robert can be personally (face-to-face) located in 
places A,I, or G. He can be contacted through sources A, C, D, and G. 

The pattern of residence and mail in Fioure one represents the location 

pattern for Robert, John. and Sam. A location pattern is the set of mailing 

and residential factors which make it possible for one individual to locate 

another. This diagram indicates the cmlex of addresses and places that would 

characterize l~ny of the residents of the village. The result for censusing in 

this scmewhat altered case is as follows. 

(1) Census missed Robert. Researchers found Robert as saneone who was 
"staying" with John at the time, and had attended Lang&on University 
during the Spring semester. 

(2) Researchers listed John as residing at 999 Elm st. and with mailing address 
at post office box. Census listed John with P.O. Box address. 

(3) Census missed Sam at Lanuston: but mav.have found him at Guthrie. 
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FIGURE ONE: 

TYPICAL LOCATION PATTERN 

999 Elm St. Route 10 
Langston, OK 

Robert 21 vears old: 
Stays at A 
Lives at G 
PO Box at D 
Attends at I 
Mail at A 

Robert Lives here 
888 Cedar St., OKC , 

E 

Academic Office 
Sam - Langston 

Sam lives here 
Work Office - John, 

Guthrie, OK 

444 Walnut St. 
Langston, OK 

John 45 vears old: 
Homeowner at A 
Works at B 
Receives mail at C 

NOTE: Age characteristics are approximate. 
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Researchers listed Sam at 999 Elm st. 

While Census, in seneral found more colleae age people that the 

researchers, they also probably missed more. Results of the study were 

tabulated to allow for canparison of characteristics between Census and 

Ethnographic findinqs and between matched and unmatched cases. Because 

Lanqston is a college town, differences in samnles indicate that the time of 

year that the samples were taken is a siqnificant factor. As chart three 

indicates Census found more colleqe students due to the fact that the count 

was mde before the reqular semester ended. It is imnortant to note that the 

larqest percentaqe difference for samn1e.s is for the colleqe age group. 

Considerinq that Census conducted its' study before the semester ended the 

total numbers for colleqe aqe are probably quite low. The match differences 

related to sue are shown aaain in Chart four. The older population is aqain, 

easiest to locate. 

Information on dwellinqs was obtained by direct observation and by 

interviews with residents and informants. Much of the information on dwelling 

was discovered later in the research process as many of the Census quidelines 

and suqqestions were not applicable in this situation. 

For purnoses of the ethnoqranhic description, dwellinqs are of four types. 

(11 Sinale family dwellinas built on a standard qrid system: (2) Duplexes or 

apartment buildinqs built on a standard qrid system: (3) Irreqular sinqle 

family dwellinqs which are not on a standard qrid system: (41 irrecrular 
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multiple familv dwellinas which are not on a standard arid system. In many 

instances dwellinqs are difficult to cateoorize and can onlv be described. 

Several houses were thouqht to be duplexes or converted multiple units but were 

actually single family units. These are instances in which all or part of the 

dwelling was built by the occupants themselves. Scme of these dwellinss 

contain multiple entrances, and were orisinally thouqht to be multiple units. 

In one such instance, the number of cars parked at the location was also 

misleadino since the resident was an auto mechanic whose shop is also his 

residence. 

In another instance an outside metal storase unit had been converted into 

a living unit. This could only be identified bv the presence of a qas meter 

and an electrical hookup. In one such instance, the converter unit had a TV 

antenna. It was impossible to determine what, if any, address corresponds to 

these units. Older hmes are often placed where they are difficult to 

recognize, see, or identify. Often there is no formal drive way, and there are 

visual obstructions. 

Most residents have post office boxes or they are on a rural route system. 

Sme have both. For this reason, the place of residence is seldom associated 

with address used for mailing pumoses. Mail boxes can be found in front of 

sane residences for mail routed throuqh the adioining town of Coyle. 

Therefore, rural route addresses mav appear to be Coyle addresses. There is, 

apparently, a sense of sharina and an asreed upon understandina of the use of 

the rural route. In some instances there was more than one mail box located at 
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a particular residence. These mail boxes smetimes have different names and 

nmbers on them. In one instance the number on the box corresponded to the 

street number on the house, while the other two boxes did not correspond to 

any house number in the vicinity. Infonmnts indicated that one individual 

was receiving mailing on the route number for other people. Other residents 

receive mail through general delivery and pick up their mail in Coyle or in 

Langston. 

A noticeable problem in findinc and locatinq Persons stems from the 

degree of irregularity in the system of addresses. This irregularity stems 

frcm two sources. (1) Irregularity in housing location. There were a number 

of dwellings which could not be assigned a regular address, or which have 

not been assigned an address. For example, one apartment building (which 

has an address) has three trailers located behind it, which do not have an 

address, except that of the apartment building in front of it. Only by 

direct observation could one know about these situations. (21 Irregularity 

in the use of addresses. This is evident in the observation that Census 

found so few addresses. The results of the data indicate that this greatly 

complicates the matching process. Of those addresses census identified, they 

were primarily post office box nmbers. These two factors of irregularity 

of address, and housing location interact with the characteristics of 

resident. 

Chart five shows the distribution of unit types which appear as part of t 

address. Clearly post office boxes are typical for village as well as for 

the town in general. Since most of this information was missina for Census, 

an adequate comparison for matchins is not Possible. 
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The most significant factors for Census Coverage in Langston are Aqe of 

respondent, permanent or nonpermanent residence in Langston, multiple 

addresses, and unconventional housing arranqements. College aqe persons who 

reside in Langston are mostly students. These students are more likely than 

permanent residents to live in converted housinq with no discernible address. 

Students are more likely than permanent residents to list other places as their 

address while they are “staying” with suneone else. These are characteristics 

of students who do not live on the Lanqston Campus in dormitory housing. 

Additionally, penmnent residents tend to view students almost as visitors to 

the cumnmity, and are not likely to consider them as “living” there. The 

Chart six shows the distribution of unmatched individuals by aqe. The young 

group (which includes children in this instance) shows that there is qreater 

consistency in Census and research findinqs for the oldest group. In addition 

Censusmissedmoremalesthan fmles. The implication of these findings is 

that Census count in Langston is probably least accurate for college age 

persons, particularly males. Several points regarding the observations and 

inform&ion provided by this data are important. These are as follows: 

1. The research area was well covered by Census in the sense that many 
buildings and housing units in the area appear to have been found. The 
irregularity in housing probably accounts for Census failure to find 
all subfamily units within a building. This is particularly true where 
houses have been subdivided into apartments. The data indicates that where 
Census had carrplete addresses 84% of persons were matched. Where Census 
had incanplete addresses only 15.4% of persons were matched. The lack of 
addresses present on Census do- ts makes the full extent of accurate 
coverage difficult, if not impossible, to determine. 

2. Where Census found both building and units, they tended to miss 
the more mobile persons, which are colleqe students. The data indicates 
that the older sue persons are more likely to be matched. This is in 
part due to the fact that this research was conducted durinq the srxnner, 
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when scho.bl was not in session. This is also due to the fact 
that these persons were probably present at the time of the 
Census, but were not named by any respondent as resident. It 
should be pointed out that a population pyramid constructed 
from either the Alternative Enumeration or the Census data 
would be contrary in structure to what would normally be 
observed for a college town age pyramid. 

3. Some errors were generated from the mistake of assigning 
the same research code block number to more than one block. 
This problem arose because the research site was located in 
more than one ARA. This coding caused the number of housing 
units in these blocks to be misleading. Matching is still 
possible in these situations if the unit is not vacant and 
if the unit has an address. Where the block numbers for a 
housing unit were different on the census compared to the 
Alternative Enumeration, or where address was missing ‘n the 
census data and the unit is vacant, adequate matchinq is very 
difficult. Confusions about the block assignment due to either 
the research block coding combinations or to incorrect location 
in the census data made it difficult to make a precise judgement 
on the location of buildings, even though we returned to the 
area several times after receiving the match report. 

Recarrnendations 
1. In circmtance of this nature, the address list might best be 

generated by locals. Alternatively, enumerators should be r-mired 
to list the address of the place where Persons are beins enumerated. 

2. This ret cmnendation is in sure ways conflicting with the first one. 
The results of a mock survey, using addresses for the research site, 
had a retum rate of annroxirrratelv 22 persons out of 190. It had a 
return to sender rate of 12 out of the same 190. This would tend 
suaqest that addresses are of little use in this situation. -Field 
enumeration is stronqlv suqaested. 

3. Vacancies without addresses should be carefully scrutinized. This could 
contribute to incorrect assessment of household coverage. This has 
been the case in this research. 

4. Enumerator instructions should include more probing questions recardins 
“residence”, and might consider more flexibility in the definition in 
certain Places or under certain circmtances. 
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Charts Appended: 

One: Coverage Characteristics for 
Village: Younger and Older Age Groups 

Two : Coverage Characteristics of Town: 
Younger and Older Groups 

Three: Age Group Distribution: Both Samples 

Four: Matched and Unmatched Cases: 
Distribution by Age Groups 

FiTre: Unit Types for Neighborhoods: Both 
Samples Combined 

Six: Unmatched Cases: Distribution by Ade Groun 

Seven: Age Group and Neighborhood: Percent 
Distribution 

Eight: Age Group: Distribution for Unmatched Cases 

Nine: Unit Type: Distribution for Unmatched Cases 

Ten: Completedness of Address for Residence 
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DISCLAIMER FOR ETHNOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF THE 1990 DECENNIAL 
CENSUS REPORT SERIES, REPORTS # I- 24 (EV -01 THROUGH EV -29) 

Disclaimer: This is the final report for one of the 29 independent Joint Statistical 
Agreement projects which conducted an ethnographic evaluation of the behavioral 
causes of undercount. All 29 studies followed common methodological guidelines. 
This report is based on an analysis of the results of a match between the author(s)’ 
Alternative Enumeration to data from the 1990 Decennial Census forms for the same 
site. Each ethnographic site contained about 100 housing units. Information was 
compiled from census forms that were recovered through October 10, 1990. The data 
on which this report is based should be considered preliminary for several reasons: 
Between October 10, 1990 and December 31, 1990, additional census forms MAY 
have been added to or deleted from the official enumeration of the site as a result of 
coverage improvement operations, local review, or other late census operations. 
Differences between October 10, 1990 and final census results as reported on the 
Unedited Detail File were incorporated in later analyses of data from this site. The 
consistency of the authors’ coding of data has not been fully verified. Hypothesis tests 
and other analyses are original to the author. Therefore, the quantitative results 
contained in this final JSA report may differ from later reports issued by Census Bureau 
Staff referring to the same site. 

The exact location of the study area and the names of persons and addresses 
enumerated by the independent researchers and in the 1990 Decennial Census are 
Census confidential and cannot be revealed until the year 2062. The researchers who 
participated in this study were Special Sworn Employees (SSE) or staff of the Census 
Bureau. 

To request copies of this report, contact Statistical Research Division, Room 3133-4, 
Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C. 20033. 


